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Abstract: With the continuous development of graphic image processing technology, threedimensional data is being widely used in various fields. However, difficulty still exists in graphic
and image processing in three-dimensional data field. This paper applied ray projection algorithm
and interpolation algorithm for graphic processing and combined acceleration algorithm with
texture mapping technology to draw real-time images. By drawing a semi-sphere with the
computer, the effect of the algorithms was detected. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the influence of
image noise in the three-dimensional data field, three-dimensional polishing algorithm was applied
for optimization. It was found that the drawn images were clear and the drawing speed was fast,
suggesting that the algorithms were helpful in drawing 3D graphics and worth being promoted for
wide application.
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1. Introduction
With the continuous development of the Internet
and multimedia technology, the computer's
configuration memory and disk are constantly
expanding, leading to the realization of drawing of
images and graphics through the computer [1],
which improves the utilization of data in the threedimensional data field and makes people play a
dominant role in the process by realizing the
interaction between people, data and images [2].
Though scientific calculation, the data are
displayed in visual forms through graphics algorithm
and rendering technique. Therefore, the method is
well applied in various fields [3]. However, real time
drawing of images in the three-dimensional data
field remains difficult as it requires the overcoming
of severe calculation challenges.
Facing complex and large-scale scenes, the
current graphics hardware and software technology
can not generate film-level three-dimensional
motion image sequence instantly [4-6].Tang [7]
constructed a three-dimensional real-time rendering
algorithm test platform, eliminated the differences
between various hardware with render pipelines
and realized the conversion from the threedimensional model to two-dimensional high-quality
images with good display effects.
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Macdougall et al. [8] applied the new atomic
signature detection software to 3D visualization
technology and found that tiled array of threedimensional display independent drive combined
with GPU could display high-definition, sync and
function-related pictures, with intuitive visual
effects. GPU is a microprocessor to calculate images
on computers or mobile devices, which is capable of
transferring and driving information displayed by
the computer system, delivering the scanned signals
to the displayer, controlling the displayer and
connecting the displayer with to the PC motherboard
[9].
This paper studied the algorithms and real-time
rendering techniques of graphics in order to provide
some technical support for the drawing of 3D
images. It was found that ray projection algorithm,
interpolation algorithm, acceleration algorithm and
texture mapping algorithm had a positive effect on
the graphic rendering in 3D data field.

2. Graphics Algorithm

2.1. Ray projection algorithm
Ray projection algorithm displays the user
information on the screen through parallel
projection or perspective projection.
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The ray projection algorithm in the threedimensional data field is shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Interpolation algorithm
In the trilinear interpolation, the sampling point
may also be a data point that does not exist.
Therefore, the value of Ai is calculated through the
surrounding
eight
vertices using
trilinear
interpolation.

Figure 1: The ray projection algorithm in the threedimensional data field
The three-dimensional spatial discrete data are
preprocessed and the data of the three-dimensional
data field is resampled. As shown in Figure 1, a ray is
emitted from the pixel point Q on the screen to the
three-dimensional data field along the observation
direction, which enables Q to enter the data field. A 1
refers to the starting point entering the data field, A n
refers to the leaving point. The distance between the
two points is equally sampled. Set the sampling point
to be

Ai

(1 ≤ i ≤ n), the coordinate to be (x, y, z) and

the spacing to be s , then the spacing s' between

pixel points on screen 1 is calculated. If s' is
greater than the data

sampling spacing s' ' ,

then s  s ' ; otherwise, s  s ' ' . Since the
value of the sampling points does not include the
starting and ending point, the remaining seven
vertices are solved by triple linear interpolation. As
for the image synthesis and color rendering, the first
step is to find the corresponding color for the data
value of the sapling point. Then, the color values
corresponding to the sampling points are output and
the output values correspond to the rendering color
of the pixel point Q.
The specific formula is as follows:
Make

A(i )  A(1)  Dir * i

(1)

In the equation, Dir refers to the ray direction
i
and refers to the sampling sequence number.

Figure 2: Three-dimensional interpolation
sampling points
As shown in Figure 2, t1 to t8 are gridded 3D data
points, expressed with wi = f (Ai),i = 1,2,…,8. U refers
to the resampling point and the value of the
interpolated point can be solved by the above eight
points. The three-dimensional interpolation obtains
the approximation of the required points through 3
rounds and 7 times of one-dimensional interpolation
based on the data of the eight points. Set t5 as the
origin of the axis and the side length of the figure is
1. Four times of linear interpolation is performed on
the y direction based on line segments of (T5, t8), (t7,
t6), (t1, t4), (t3, t2).

 l1
l
2

l3
l 4

 yw4  (1  y ) w1
 yw3  (1  y ) w2
 yw7  (1  y ) w6
 yw8  (1  y ) w5

Whereby the vertex function values of L1 to L4 of the
shaded portion can be obtained, li = f (Li),i = 1,2,3,4.
Subsequently, linear interpolation is performed
twice on (L1, L2) and (L4, L3) in the z-direction.
Thus, the H1 and H2 function values are:

h1  (l3  l 4 ) z  l 4


h2  (l 2  l1 )  l 2


h1  ( w7  w8 ) yz  ( w6  w1 )(1  y ) z  w8 y  (1  y ) w5

 h2  ( w4  w1 ) yz  ( w2  w1 )(1  y ) z  w4  (1  y ) w1
Through the last linear interpolation in the x
direction, the following can be obtained:

(2)

F (U )  (h1  h2 ) x  h2

(3)

(4)

Then, the value of the Ai sampling point is:
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F (U )  (1  x)(1  y)(1  z )w5  (1  x) y(1  z )w8  (1  x) yzw7 
(1  x)(1  y) zw6  x(1  y)(1  z )w1  xy(1  z )w4  xyzw3  x(1  y) zw2
3.

Implementation
Technology

of

Drawing

3.1. Acceleration algorithm
The acceleration algorithm proposed in this paper is
to remove the rendering elements that cannot be
recognized by the naked eye from the scene through
back removal, visual field removal and occlusion
removal. When the direction of the normal vector of
the drawing element deviates from the viewing
direction, back removal is applied. When the
drawing element is outside the visual range of the
viewing body, visual field removal is selected. When
the drawing element is blocked by other opaque
drawing elements, occlusion removal is considered.
At the same time, the acceleration algorithm can
handle the details of the hierarchy [10]. In this paper,
the IBR algorithm is used to improve the drawing
speed, including elve drawing, bulletin boards and
substitute technologies. Besides, the algorithm also
works for the representation of clouds and flames.

3.2. Texture mapping
As the light projection algorithm can not reflect
the texture details on the surface of the object, this
paper adds the texture mapping algorithm. There are
color, geometry and process texture based on the
different forms of material texture. Color texture
includes pattern and text. Geometric texture is in a
surface micro-geometrical shape.

Process texture is mainly in water, smoke and
other irregular shapes and mostly dynamic natural
scene. Texture mapping is the process of mapping
the texture pixels in the texture space to pixels in the
screen space [11]. The common two-dimensional
texture can display the texture in a threedimensional scene to form an image. The function is
expressed as:

 0, m  8  n  8 oddnumber
p(m, n)  
1, m  8  n  8 even number

Applying the above methods, spherical real-time
rendering is carried out in the three-dimensional
data field, combined with vertex changes and chip
coloring.
The light chip coloring algorithm is as follows:
void Light Shader (float position :TCOORD1,
float normal :TCOORD2,
out float color :COLOR,
uniform float global Ambient,
uniform float light Color,
uniform float light Position,
uniform float shininess,
uniform float eye Position,
uniform float sa,
uniform float sc,
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(6)

In the equation, x and y are the values within the
unit square area, the value of m and n is less than or
equal to 0 and greater than or equal to 1
respectively. In order to map a two-dimensional
image into a three-dimensional scene, we need to
establish the correspondence between the threedimensional spatial coordinates (x, y, z) and the
texture space coordinates (m, n), which means to
perform parameter setting on the object surface and
calculate the parameters afterwards to obtain the
texture value at (m, n) point. A frequently adopted
mapping method is spherical mapping. The spherical
parameter equation is:

 x  cos(2m) cos(2n)

 y  sin( 2m) cos(2n)

z  sin( 2n)


(7)

Then, the counter seeking parameters of a
random point

( x, y, z) on the sphere is obtained:

(0,0), ( x, y)  (0,0)


2
2
(m, n)   1  1  ( x  y ) 1  1  ( x 2  y 2 )
x,
y), ( x, y)  (0,0)
2
2
2
2
(
x

y
x

y

4. Experimental Testing

(5)

(8)

uniform float sd,
uniform float se) {
float f Position = position.xyz;
float f Normal = normalize(normal);
float f Emissive = sa;
float f Ambient = sc * global Ambient;
float f Light = normalize(light Position – f Position);
float f Diffuse Light = max(dot (f Normal, f Light), 0);
float f Diffuse = sd * light Color * f Diffuse Light;
float f Vertical = normalize(eye Position– f Position);
float f Horizontal = normalize(f Light + f Vertical);
float f Specular Light = pow (max(dot(f Normal, f
Horizontal), 0), shininess);
if (f Diffuse Light <= 0) {
f Specular Light = 0;
}
float f Specular = se * light Color * f Specular Light;
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color.xyz = f Emissive + f Ambient + f Diffuse + f
Specular;
color.w = 1;
}
The algorithm for calculating the spotlight lighting
effect is as follows:
float dual Cone Spot Light (float f Position, Light
light) {
float f Vertical = normalize(f Position–light position);
float cos Outer Cone = light cos Outer Cone;
float cos Inner Cone = light cos Inner Cone;
float cos Direction = dot(f Vertical, light direction);
return Smoot Step (cos Outer Cone, cos Inner Cone,
cos Direction);
}
void spot Lighting with Attenuation(Light light, float
f Position, float f Normal,
float eye Position, float shininess,
out float diffuse Result, out float specular Result) {
// Compute attenuation
float atten Factor = attenuation(f Position, light);
// Compute spotlight effect
float spot Light Effect = dual Cone Spot Light (f
Position, light);
// Compute the diffuse lighting
float f Light = normalize(light position – f Position);
float diffuse Light = max(dot(f Normal, f Light), 0);
diffuse Result = atten Factor * spot Light Effect * light
color * diffuse Light;
// Compute the specular lighting
float f Vertical = normalize(eye Position – f Position);
float f Horizontal = normalize(f Light +f Vertical);
float f Specular Light = pow (max(dot (N, f
Horizontal), 0), shininess);
if (diffuse Light <= 0) {
f Specular Light = 0;
}
Specular Result = atten Factor * spot Light Effect *
light
}
Then, grinding algorithm is applied to perform noise
processing on the drawn sphere. The specific
algorithm is as below:

5. Detection Results
5.1. Drawing of the spherical body
The initial sphere body is drawn with the computer,
as shown in Figure 3.
After the establishment of the three - dimensional
coordinate system, the data in front of the 3D surface
is displayed correctly while that in the back end is
blocked.
At the same time, the data on the left and right
sides are also blocked in varying degrees.
Combined with the above algorithms, grinding
and noise cancelling are performed, the result of
which is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Initial sphere body image

Figure 4: Final sphere body rendering image

5.2. Coloring algorithm and spotlight lighting
effect detection
Petal shape is added to the spherical surface, with
coloring and the spotlight, as shown in Figure 5.
Under the influence of the spotlight, the color of
the upper part of the surface is bright while the
lower part is in single green.
The back of the spherical body is still blocked,
while the front is displayed in the screen with good
effects.

The biorthogonal wavelet multivariate of the grid C
is represented by {C0, C1, ….Cn}, C0 refers to the grid
basis, Rμ refers to the detail of the μ layer of grid,

C  C 1  R ,   1,2,..., n

.

The details after the  layer are added to the grid in
sequence and grinded with the grinding algorithm.

Figure 5: The colored spherical body with spotlight
lighting effect
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6. Conclusion
In general, the structure of three-dimensional data
can be divided into wireframe modeling, geometric
voxel modeling and surface modeling [12]. The
techniques that influence the drawing of graphics
are styling techniques, graphics transformation
algorithms and display technology, with many more
algorithms involved [13]. In this paper, ray
projection algorithm, interpolation algorithm,
acceleration algorithm and texture mapping
algorithm are applied. As a kind of direct body
rendering algorithm, the ray projection algorithm is
also the most classic image rendering algorithm,
which is combined with the interpolation algorithm
in this study [14]. The interpolation algorithm can
calculate the known discrete data to encrypt the data
that is not known around and interpolate images
with low resolution to ones with high resolution
[15]. Accelerated algorithm is an important
algorithm for implementing rendering techniques,
which can improve the realistic effect of 3D graphics
by removing unnecessary algorithms, with high
potential for improvement [16]. The texture
mapping technique makes the display of the details
of the three-dimensional image clearer [17]. In this
paper, we used the above algorithms to study the
graphic drawing in 3D data field and detected the
results with computer, which found that the realtime rendering three-dimensional effect was better
with the noises processed, suggesting that the
combination of the algorithm and real-time
rendering technology could further improve the
drawing of graphics in 3D data field and therefore
deserved to be developed.
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